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SOLUTION FOR PURCHASE REQUISITIONS

CRAEMER

Challenge:
» Digital creation and processing of purchase
requisitions in SAP
Solution:
» Introduction of AFI Purchase in purchasing
with connection of online supplier catalogues
Benefits:
» Full transparency of all purchase requisitions received
» One entry channel for all types of purchase requisitions
» Great time savings
» Simple, transparent transfer of work
» Information is provided more quickly
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A large part of the purchase requisitions are entered via free text but it
is also possible to order directly from
catalogues. For this purpose, two different types of catalogues were connected to the solution. On the one
hand, a larger online platform for
suppliers and on the other hand, the
online catalogue of the main supplier: this is where a warehouse employee can directly enter the supplier’s
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working hours typing out data from
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Due to the AFI software, I can now
take the time to make comprehensive
price comparisons and tackle projects
that would otherwise go unnoticed or
simply keep appointments with suppliers.”
Based on the positive experience with
the digitization of purchase requisitions
in SAP, Craemer would like to further
optimize and plans to introduce the AFI
SAP add-on for the digital processing
of outgoing orders.
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Craemer Group is an internationally active family busi-

AFI Solutions GmbH is a leading solution provider for

ness with core businesses in metal forming, plastics

the digitization and optimization of document processes

processing and toolmaking. The parent company is

around SAP. The solutions cover the entire purchase-to-

Craemer GmbH, founded in 1912 in the East-Westpha-

pay and order-to-cash process.

lian town of Herzebrock-Clarholz. In 2019, the group
had about 1,000 employees and a total output of about

AFI is the only software manufacturer on the market

290 million euros.

that offers everything from a single source: With the
RedPaperCenter as a managed service, companies can

www.craemer.com

easily outsource the digitization of a wide variety of paper documents. In process optimization, AFI scores with
SAP-integrated software solutions. The cloud-based
DocumentHub as software as a service (= SaaS) completes
the unique product portfolio.
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70567 Stuttgart
info@afi-solutions.com
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